
 
THE WINNER HAS MOMENTUM

 
"You had better live your best; talk you best, think your best and do your best today 
soon be tomorrow and tomorrow will soon be forever."
 
It is vitally important for people to establish momentum. It's like 
pounds of pressure to get a locomotive started. It only takes 33 pounds to keep the locomotive 
traveling once it has gained full speed. But if the locomotive stops, it takes 238 pounds of pressure 
to get it started again. 
 
The same is true of people. Once you get rolling, it only takes a small amount of effort to keep 
rolling. If you stop or have an interruption in your activities, it takes the same amount of discipline 
and effort to reestablish the momentum that it did a
important for us to maintain momentum.
 
The key to momentum is to build a winning tradition. Most any team can get "up" to win one 
game, but the secret is to get "up" consistently.
The same is true for professional Entrepreneurs. Those who are disciplined, focused and have a 
set strategy can get "up" for every interview. Momentum and continuous victory are predictable 
and dependable. 
 
Constantly feed your mind with success pictures. At first this will seem awkward an
soon it will become genuine and natural.
Remember, you become what you think about most of the time. Momentum comes to those who 
have the tenacity to stick it out when the going gets tough. When they have a job to do and see 
their goal clearly and take all the hard knocks in stride, they power through all problems and 
obstacles. 
 
Those who have momentum seem to get all the breaks; everything seems to fall for them. As you 
investigate this in depth, you find that those who have momentum are maki
making more presentations and their entire process is polished because of constant practice.
 
Momentum is a must for the winning person!
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THE WINNER HAS MOMENTUM 

"You had better live your best; talk you best, think your best and do your best today 
soon be tomorrow and tomorrow will soon be forever." 

It is vitally important for people to establish momentum. It's like starting a locomotive. It takes 238 
pounds of pressure to get a locomotive started. It only takes 33 pounds to keep the locomotive 
traveling once it has gained full speed. But if the locomotive stops, it takes 238 pounds of pressure 

The same is true of people. Once you get rolling, it only takes a small amount of effort to keep 
rolling. If you stop or have an interruption in your activities, it takes the same amount of discipline 
and effort to reestablish the momentum that it did at the very beginning. That's why it's so 
important for us to maintain momentum. 

The key to momentum is to build a winning tradition. Most any team can get "up" to win one 
game, but the secret is to get "up" consistently. 

Entrepreneurs. Those who are disciplined, focused and have a 
set strategy can get "up" for every interview. Momentum and continuous victory are predictable 

Constantly feed your mind with success pictures. At first this will seem awkward an
soon it will become genuine and natural. 
Remember, you become what you think about most of the time. Momentum comes to those who 
have the tenacity to stick it out when the going gets tough. When they have a job to do and see 

and take all the hard knocks in stride, they power through all problems and 

Those who have momentum seem to get all the breaks; everything seems to fall for them. As you 
investigate this in depth, you find that those who have momentum are making more activities, are 
making more presentations and their entire process is polished because of constant practice.

s a must for the winning person! 
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"You had better live your best; talk you best, think your best and do your best today - for today will 

starting a locomotive. It takes 238 
pounds of pressure to get a locomotive started. It only takes 33 pounds to keep the locomotive 
traveling once it has gained full speed. But if the locomotive stops, it takes 238 pounds of pressure 

The same is true of people. Once you get rolling, it only takes a small amount of effort to keep 
rolling. If you stop or have an interruption in your activities, it takes the same amount of discipline 

t the very beginning. That's why it's so 

The key to momentum is to build a winning tradition. Most any team can get "up" to win one 

Entrepreneurs. Those who are disciplined, focused and have a 
set strategy can get "up" for every interview. Momentum and continuous victory are predictable 

Constantly feed your mind with success pictures. At first this will seem awkward and phony, but 

Remember, you become what you think about most of the time. Momentum comes to those who 
have the tenacity to stick it out when the going gets tough. When they have a job to do and see 

and take all the hard knocks in stride, they power through all problems and 

Those who have momentum seem to get all the breaks; everything seems to fall for them. As you 
ng more activities, are 

making more presentations and their entire process is polished because of constant practice. 
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